Abstract: An important criterion of wireless sensor network is the energy efficiency in specified applications. In this wireless multimedia sensor network, the observations are derived from acoustic sensors. Focused on the energy problem of target tracking, this paper proposes a robust forecasting method to enhance the energy efficiency of wireless multimedia sensor networks. Target motion information is acquired by acoustic sensor nodes while a distributed network with honeycomb configuration is constructed. Thereby, target localization is performed by multiple sensor nodes collaboratively through acoustic signal processing. A novel method, combining autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model and radial basis function networks (RBFNs), is exploited to perform robust target position forecasting during target tracking. Then sensor nodes around the target are awakened according to the forecasted target position. With committee decision of sensor nodes, target localization is performed in a distributed manner and the uncertainty of detection is reduced. Moreover, a sensor-to-observer routing approach of the honeycomb mesh network is investigated to solve the data reporting considering the residual energy of sensor nodes. Target localization and forecasting are implemented in experiments. Meanwhile, sensor node awakening and dynamic routing are evaluated. Experimental results verify that energy efficiency of wireless multimedia sensor network is enhanced by the proposed target tracking method.
Introduction
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) consist of a large number of intelligent sensor nodes integrated into the environment, accomplishing complicated tasks, such as target tracking and environment surveillance. Sensing, processing and communication capabilities are enabled on each sensor node. WSNs are attractive because they can be deployed in nearly any kind of environment without wired connections. More recently, the availability of inexpensive hardware (such as microphones) that are able to ubiquitously capture multimedia content from the environment has fostered the development of wireless multimedia sensor networks (WMSNs) [1, 2] . WMSN is equipped by wirelessly interconnected devices that allow retrieving multimedia data, such as video and audio streams. As sensor nodes usually work in unsupervised area, the battery can not be recharged or replaced. To prolong the lifetime of WMSN, energy efficiency becomes a crucial issue.
The target tracking application of WMSN is investigated, where acoustic sensors are adopted to localize the target. Each sensor node can acquire acoustic signals from the target. In centralized networks, there are usually sink nodes for global processing and control. To enhance the resilience of WMSN against sensor node failures or congestion conditions around the sink node, self-organizing and distributed decision of sensor nodes are useful approaches [3] . Considering the target tracking performance, a distributed architecture of WMSN should be exploited to avoid large communication overheads in the centralized approach. For the sensor nodes, it is assumed that the low-power sleep mode is supported by their operation system, i.e., sensor node can switch between active mode and sleep mode. As described in [4] , the power consumption of sleep mode is usually several orders of magnitude less than that of active mode. Energy saving can be achieved by sending sensor node to sleep as much as possible when there is no sensing, processing or communication task. To enhance the energy efficiency and the detection accuracy of WMSN, the sleep coordination and collaborative localization of sensor nodes can be performed with the prior target motion information derived from target tracking procedure. Therefore, target position forecasting is necessary during target tracking.
As the state model of target motion is nonlinear, so target tracking is usually treated as nonlinear estimation problems [5] . The classical method is extending the standard Kalman filter to nonlinear system by local linearizing all nonlinear models around certain points, which is so called Extended Kalman filter (EKF) [6] . In practical, the target may have high maneuvers. Some algorithms have been proposed for maneuvering target tracking, such as unscented Kalman filter (UKF) [7] and unscented particle filter (UPF) [8] . However, these algorithms are computation-expensive under the constraints of limited processing capability. An algorithm with low complexity is desirable for target tracking in WMSN, especially for the distributed computation on general sensor nodes. Thus, autoregressive moving average (ARMA) model [9] can be taken into account for target tracking. The forecasting efficiency of ARMA model has been justified in many applications, such as power system [10] . However, the high uncertainty of maneuver which brings estimation error into the forecasting process should be handled in this case. Otherwise, it would degrade the performance of target tracking, or even miss the target (when the target detection is directed by the forecasting results). Therefore, the estimation error of model should be compensated, where artificial neural networks can be considered. As radial basis function networks (RBFNs) [11] have excellent performance on computation precision and convergence speed, it can be employed here. As mentioned earlier, the forecasted target position can be utilized to schedule the operation mode of sensor nodes in order to save energy. Also, more reasonable decision can be made with the forecasting results when multiple sensor nodes localize the target collaboratively. In addition, the data delivery and query/response process should be exploited under the distributed architecture of WMSN.
Considering target tracking performance and the energy efficiency of WMSN, an energy-efficient target tracking method is proposed with robust target forecasting. Firstly, a totally distributed architecture is proposed, i.e. without the requirement of a sink node. The regular geometric structure of WMSN is considered to obtain stable coverage and connectivity. Especially, the honeycomb configuration is utilized to provide the most efficient coverage with specified sensor node number. Then, a novel algorithm is proposed for target position forecasting, which is so-called ARMA-RBF. It is a combination of ARMA model and RBFN. According to the historical target positions, the parameters of ARMA model are estimated dynamically and the RBFN is trained to compensate the estimation error. Meanwhile, the data delivery approach is presented to support the distributed processing of sensor nodes. With the forecasting results, sensor nodes are awakened to active mode for the future detection task. As multiple sensor nodes can acquire the acoustic signals, the target is localized via committee decision [12] . With energy attenuation model of acoustic signal, the committee decision is realized by RBFN, which is trained in advance to depict the mapping from related signal energy feature to target position. Furthermore, the sensor-to-observer routing scheme for reporting the target position is discussed in the network with honeycomb configuration. Experiments analysis is presented to justify the efficiency of the proposed target tracking method while the localization accuracy improvement and energy saving of WMSN are illustrated.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the related work of this research. Section 3 defines the acoustic signal sensing model and distributed honeycomb configuration in WMSN. In particular, the energy consumption model is given for the target tracking application. In Section 4, the energy-efficient target tracking method is described in detail. The future target position forecasted by ARMA-RBF is adopted in the sleep mode scheduling and committee decision. Beside, the sensor-toobserver routing is presented for target position reporting. The experiments results are presented in Section 5, where the energy-efficient target tracking method with robust target forecasting is applied in WMSN. We conclude the paper in Section 6.
Related Work
Energy efficiency has drawn a lot of attention from various aspects of WSN research, such as hardware layer, media access control (MAC) layer, network layer, application layer, and so on [13] . Here, the target tracking application is discussed and we focus on the energy optimization on the network and application layers. Still, the multiple operation modes of sensor node are considered for power management. That is because the modules of sensor node can be well controlled by their operation system now [14] .
First of all, the deployment of WSN is discussed. The regular deployment is considered in this paper. To deploy the sensors based on a regular geometric topology, a precision weapon can be used to place the sensor nodes [15] . Although it is costly to deploy a regular structure of WSN, simpler and more efficient methods are readily available and a regular structure may benefit the specified application.
Furthermore, the WSN we discuss can capture and process multimedia data, which is so-called WMSN. Video or audio sensors can be used to enhance and complement existing surveillance systems against crime and terrorist attacks [1] . Here, the acoustic sensors are adopted to localize the target. In [16] , an environmental monitoring system is provided to record animal behaviors for a long period of time. The shooter localization system collects the time stamps of the acoustic detection from different nodes within the network to localize the positions of the snipers [17] . The Line-in-the-Sand project focuses on target tracking and classification [18] . Localization problems with acoustic signal are overviewed in [19] . It shows localization is primarily achieved by two approaches, i.e. by estimate of time delay of arrival (TDOA) or estimate of energy attenuation. Each algorithm has its own advantages and disadvantages [20] . In [21] , energy based localization using acoustic signal in WSN is presented. We adopt the model of acoustic energy attenuation for target localization, because it is relatively easy to establish and less influenced by environmental changes.
The target tracking application is considered under the honeycomb configuration. To solve the energy efficiency problem in application layer, some energy-efficient approaches have been proposed [22] . In [23] , a tree-based algorithm is proposed to facilitate collaborative tracking of moving targets. Authors of [24] propose a particle filtering (PF) style tracking algorithm using binary sensors, which can detect whether an object is approaching or not. Besides, a distributed tracking system based on extended Kalman filter (KF) techniques is implemented in [25] . Based on an information-driven approach, a tracking system is built in [26] with distributed Bayesian estimation, given previous estimation and new sensor inputs. Compared to the limited processing capability, the tracking algorithms (such as KF and PF) may be computational-expensive for sensor nodes in a distributed WSN. As target state can be easily modeled by ARMA process, some researches have taken ARMA model into account for target tracking [27] . An ARMA model based scheme is proposed for tracking maneuvering targets in the Cartesian coordinate system.
Considering the maneuver of target, the algorithm combining ARMA model and artificial neural networks is discussed. In the application of short-term load forecasting (STLF), a combinational approach of BP networks and ARMA model is proposed in [28] . In this paper, error compensation of ARMA model is performed by RBFN. That is because RBFNs not only have better computation precision than back propagation (BP) networks but also converge faster than BP networks [29] . In addition, we introduce committee decision into the target localization.
At the network layer, methods have been proposed to balance power through the distribution of messages among various paths from source to destination or to use efficient cache schemes to balance the energy cost between data query and dissemination. In [30] , data aggregation techniques are used to reduce energy consumption by aggregating multiple reports about the same event. However, the routing scheme should be designed according to target tracking application, especially in the distributed WSN. Here, data delivery approach and sensor-to-observer routing are proposed based on the honeycomb configuration.
In particular, an energy management protocol for target tracking is proposed in [31] . In this work, the sensor nodes far away from the target are allowed to sleep. However, not enough effort has been made on extracting the target motion information for sleep scheduling.
The difference of our work from aforementioned approaches mainly includes the following three aspects: (1) the WMSN is organized in a distributed manner, where the honeycomb configuration is discussed; (2) the energy efficiency of WMSN benefits from the prior information of target motion, which is extracted by ARMA-RBF algorithm; (3) target localization with committee decision based on the acoustic energy attenuation model. Besides, data delivery approach and sensor-to-observer routing are exploited in this distributed WMSN with honeycomb configuration.
Preliminaries
We consider a scenario that WMSN is formed by stationary sensor nodes in two-dimension sensing field. Sensor nodes are equipped with acoustic sensors and work collaboratively for target tracking, where the vehicle target is discussed. In this section, acoustic signal sensing model is given first. Based on the sensing model of sensor nodes, a distributed honeycomb configuration will be defined for WMSN. Considering the energy efficiency of target tracking application, the energy consumption model of WMSN will be presented.
Acoustic Signal Sensing Model
With rapid improvements and miniaturization in hardware, a single sensor device can be equipped with audio information collection modules [1] . Here, each sensor node is equipped with one microphone. For the vehicle target, the acoustic signal emitted from the engine can be sensed by the sensor nodes.
The way that acoustic signal propagates with the distance from the source is dependent on the size and shape of the source, the surrounding environment, prevailing air currents and the frequencies of the propagating acoustic signal [32] . Other factors that may affect sound propagation may include wind direction, strength of wind, vegetation such as forest and other obstructions. To simplify the problem, it is assumed that the acoustic signal propagation in the free air and the acoustic source is treated as an omni-directional point.
For a given target, the acoustic signal propagation is discussed in the two-dimension sensing field. 
E n t are the expectation of energy for the source acoustic signal and noise, respectively. Here, the expectation of energy is calculated by averaging over a time window:
where w M is the number of sample points we used for averaging the energy, and s f is the sampling frequency of microphone.
Here, the target to be discussed is a truck. Thus, the term
E n t in Equation (5) can be ignored, compared to the energy of acoustic signal from truck engine. Then the acoustic energy attenuation model can be described as:
p and s p are unknown here, so the target position can be estimated by combining the observations of multiple sensor nodes. Therefore, the target localization approach will be exploited with the known energy of acoustic signal.
Energy Consumption Model
In this target tracking application, each sensor node is mainly composed of three components: acoustic sensor, processor and radio. For the scalability of energy consumption in WSN, all the components of sensor node are supposed to be controlled by an operation system, such as microOperating System (μOS) [14] . Shutting down or turning on any component is enabled by device drivers in the specified application of WMSN. Thus, sensor nodes can go into sleep to prolong the lifetime. Accordingly, reasonable awakening approach should be exploited with the target motion information.
Firstly, the characteristics of the acoustic sensor and processor components are presented in Table 1 . The acoustic sensor component has "off" and "on" operation modes while the processor component has "sleep" and "active" operation modes. The lower power modes imply great potential for energy saving. Besides, the startup time means the transition latency between the operation modes.
Then, the characteristics of radio component will be discussed. Generally, the radio component has two modes: "LPL" and "Rx/Tx". Here, LPL is an acronym for low-power listening. In this mode, the radio can listen to the media with low power consumption, 0.411 mW. Furthermore, the radio can perform data reception and transmission in the "Rx/Tx" mode. The transition latency between the two modes is 2.5 ms. Power consumption of "Rx/Tx" mode includes two parts, which can be presented as:
where Rx P and Tx P are the power consumption for data reception and transmission, respectively. Rx P is regarded as a constant, 24 mW, while Tx P is dependent on the transmission range. It is assumed that the sensor nodes are placed in the two-dimension field without obstacle. When sensor node i transmits data to sensor node j , the power received by sensor node j has the following relation with the power transmitted by sensor i according to the Friis free space propagation model [12] :
where t G is the gain of transmitter, r G is the gain of receiver, λ is the radio wavelength, and β is the system loss factor. The physical distance , i j d between sensor node i and j is computed from the spatial locations. With the receiving power threshold th P , each sensor node should have the transmission power Tx P to cover the communication range c R :
Here, the transition latency and power consumption are typical values referred to [33] . Figure 1 , the hardware configuration and transition order are given for these stages. Sensor nodes keep low energy consumption in the sleep stage. Only the radio component is set in "LPL" mode. It is assumed that sensor nodes in this stage can be awakened by the messages from other sensor nodes [33] . In the detection stage, the acoustic sensor and processor components are turned on while the radio component is turned off. Thus, the sensor node can acquire and process the acoustic signal. In addition, sensor nodes transfer data in the communication stage. Here, the radio component is set in "Rx/Tx" mode and the processor component is active. With the defined transition latency of components, the latency between the stages can be obtained following the transition order. As the component should be shut down or turned on one by one, the latency between the stages is given in Table 2 . The transition of these stages will be utilized to enhance the energy efficiency of target tracking. For each sensor node, the total energy consumption at time instant t can be calculated as:
where ( ) P τ means the power consumption at time instant τ for this sensor node. Thus, the residual energy can be calculated as:
where 0 E denotes the initial energy of sensor node. With this energy consumption model, the energy usage of WMSN can be scheduled properly.
Distributed Honeycomb Configuration
For the target tracking application, a distributed WMSN will be discussed to provide flexible and adaptive capability. The deployment of sensor nodes is designed in advance. For the stable detection performance of target tracking, the regular deployment of sensor nodes is considered.
As described in Section 3.1, the microphone sensors are used to localize the target. For this kind of passive detection sensors, the sensing range is not only determined by the sensitivity, but also strongly influenced by the intensity of acoustic signal produced by the target. In [34] , it has shown that the effective sensing range of microphone is about 100 m in the vehicle detection, that is, sensor nodes within a range of 100 m may have contribution to the vehicle localization. According to Section 3.2, the long distance communication will be prohibitively expensive for the energy-limited sensor nodes. To reduce communication energy consumption and form reliable links among sensor nodes, the communication range is limited. Referring to [35] and [36] , the allowed communication range c R of sensor node is at most 50 m. Compared to sensing coverage, the communication coverage should be mainly considered in WMSN.
As a functionality of WMSN, observers can query the target tracking result from any location of the sensing field through wireless equipments. Thus, the sensing field should be fully covered in the communication coverage problem. In this case, sensor nodes are regularly deployed. For each sensor node, the sensor nodes in the communication range are defined as its neighbors. Considering the coverage efficiency, the distance from the sensor node to any neighbor is a constant, which is equal to the communication range c R . In the two-dimension field, sensor nodes can have 3, 4 or 6 neighbors to form a regular deployment. As shown in Figure 2 , the coverage efficiency of different network structures is analyzed. Ignoring the coverage situation on the sensing field boundary, the coverage efficiency can be evaluated as: 
where a S is the average coverage area for each sensor node. In Figure 2 , we can find that the average coverage area is ). The corresponding topology types for the 3, 4 and 6-neighbor structures are hexagon, square and triangle. The hexagon network has been justified in [37] to have the highest transmit probability, throughput, and effective transport capacity. Thus, the 3-neighbor structure is chosen for the network deployment. Thus, a specified sensing field can be covered by least sensor nodes.
According to the 3-neighbor structure, the location of sensor node can be determined by the network scale. As shown in Figure 3 , a WMSN with honeycomb configuration is established for the target tracking application. There is no sink node and each sensor node can only communicate with its neighbors. Thereby, the sensor nodes work in a distributed manner to accomplish target tracking tasks. According to the above-mentioned definition, the 6 sensor nodes on the hexagon where the target located have the opportunity to acquire the acoustic information. Thus, collaborative target localization can be performed essentially. Also, the sensor node should be self-organized to report the target tracking results adaptively when there is any query from the observers. With the introduced models, the localization accuracy and energy consumption problem will be addressed. Low-complexity and robust tracking algorithms will be exploited while the energy-efficient mode scheduling of sensor nodes will be provided. Also, application-oriented routing scheme will be discussed. 
Energy-efficient Target Tracking Method
In this section, the energy-efficient target tracking method will be described in detail. With the defined network structure, the target tracking procedure is shown in Figure 4 With the estimated target prediction, the sensor node around the target will be awakened in advance for target localization while the other sensor node can keep in the sleep stage to save energy. To guarantee that the acquired acoustic signals are associated with the same time interval, time synchronization is implemented during sensor node awakening. As the target localization task is timecritical, RBFN is adopted to attain the current target position according to the acoustic signal sensing model. The committee decision is employed to fuse the results of different sensor node group. Besides, a sensor-to-observer routing scheme is introduced for response the data query from the observers.
Target Forecasting by ARMA-RBF
As a record of the target trajectory, a time series of historical target position is transferred among the sensor nodes with sensing tasks. The data delivery approach will be discussed later in Section 4.2. When the current target position is obtained, the historical target is also available in the active sensor nodes so that target forecasting can be performed. In the two-dimension field, the target position is presented by Descartes coordinates. One direction of the target trajectory { | 1,2, , }
is taken for discussion. The problem is to estimate the target position ARMA model is adopted here due to its outstanding performance in model fitting and forecasting and its lightweight computational cost. ARMA model contains two terms, the autoregressive (AR) term and the moving average (MA) term [38] . In the AR process, the current value of the time series . This noise series is constructed from the prediction errors. This model is defined as a MA process of order q , MA( ) q . It can be presented as:
The backshift operator B is introduced here. It is defined that , 
Then, the AR process can be written as:
while the MA process can be written as:
In the autoregressive moving average process, the current value of the time series k y is expressed linearly in terms of its values at previous periods . The order of the ARMA process is selected by both the oldest previous value of the series and the oldest white noise value at which k y is regressed on. For this ARMA of order p and q , ARMA( , ) p q , it can be written as:
To determine the order of ARMA model, the patterns of autocorrelation function (ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) are analyzed. After experimental analysis, it is found that the time series { | 1,2, , } Then the least square estimation of coefficients is:
With the constructed AR( ) p model, forecasting can be performed on sensor nodes. In general, the estimation equation of 
Compared to Equation (14), the noise term Radial basis functions (RBF) are a special class of function. Their characteristic feature is that their response decreases (or increases) monotonically with distance from a central point [40] . The centre, the distance scale and the precise shape of the radial function are parameters of the model, all fixed if it is linear. In principle, they could be employed in any sort (linear or nonlinear) of model and any sort (single-layer or multi-layer) of network. RBFN is a three-layer feed-forward neural network which is embedded with several radial-basis functions. Such a network is characterized by an input layer, a single layer of nonlinear processing neurons, and an output layer. The output of the RBFN is calculated according to [5] 
where σ is a constant.
For ARMA-RBF, the RBFN is constructed according to Equation ( 
In ARMA-RBF algorithm, the RBFN is dynamically trained with the new target position in each sensing period. With the output of RBFN, the forecasting error of ARMA model can be compensated.
Target Localization with Committee Decision
With the target forecasting results, sensor nodes should be organized to perform future target localization. As described in Section 3.3, sensor nodes on the hexagon where the target is located will sense and localize the target. If the target is still in the same hexagon in the next sensing period, the sensor node will continue sensing in the next sensing period. Otherwise, the sensor node awakening should be performed as shown in Figure 5 . Sensor nodes for current detection (sensor node A~F) will awaken the sensor nodes for future detection (sensor node G~J) according to the estimated target position.
In Figure 5 , sensor node C and D will continue sensing in the next sensing period and accomplish the awakening task. After current detection, sensor node A, B, E and F will get into the sleep stage. Meanwhile, sensor node C and D still keep in the communication stage. Sensor node C sends the awakening message as well as the time information message to sensor node G. Then sensor node G is wakened to the communication stage and it update its clock with the time information from sensor node C. In the same way, sensor node G sends the awakening message and the time information message to sensor node H. Then sensor node I and J will be awakened one by one. Finally, sensor node J will send an ACK message to sensor node D. After that, a new cluster for future detection is established by sensor node C, D, G, H, I and J. Time synchronization is achieved in the cluster so that the acoustic signals associated with the same time interval can be discussed in the target localization procedure. These sensor nodes get into the sleep stage after sending messages and will awakened to the detection stage by their own timer in the next sensing period. Here, the communication energy consumption for awakening and time synchronization is ignored as the size of these messages is small. In addition, the historical target positions should be delivered to the new cluster. In Figure 5 , sensor node C or D should get the data. If the data is already on sensor node C or D, no data delivery is required. Otherwise, the sensor node which maintains the historical target information will send the data to sensor node C or D along the path with the least hops. For instance, sensor node F will choose the path FED if it has data to send.
In this way, six sensor nodes around the target will sense the acoustic signal simultaneously for each sensing period. As described in Section 3.1, target positions can be calculated from the energy of acoustic signal from multiple sensor nodes. According to Equation (7), the target position can be determined by the detection results of three sensor nodes. To reduce the overhead for centralized decision and overcome the detection uncertainty, an approach of committee decision is adopted. Committee decision is based on a commonly used engineering principle: divide and conquer [12] . A complex computational task is solved by dividing it into a number of computationally simple tasks and then combining the solutions to those tasks.
As shown in Figure 6 , a committee of three members is established for target localization. Sensor nodes can obtain the energy features ( 1,2, ,6 )
respectively, which represent the energy of received acoustic signal. It is assumed that sensor node 1 maintains the historical target information, so sensor node 1. Then sensor node 1 aggregates the energy features from sensor node 2 and 6. Meanwhile, sensor node 3 and 5 aggregate the energy features from the neighbors. Thereby, only sensor node 2, 4 and 6 need to broadcast their energy features and the divided localization task is assigned to three committee members. First, each committee member should make local decision. Since the target localization task is timecritical, the analytical method is not feasible here. Still, the advantage of RBFN is considered. As the network structure is regular, a trained RBFN which expresses the mapping from energy features to target position can be integrated into each sensor node before deployment. Thus, any sensor node can make local decision when it has energy features from three different sensor nodes. As shown in Figure  7 , the coordinate frame XOY . Each committee member should utilize a new coordinate frame for the generalization of RBFN. Taking the committee member 1 in Figure 6 for example, the new coordinate frame X O Y ′ ′ ′ is constructed. The energy features from sensor node 1, 2 and 6 are 1 E , 2 E and 6 E , respectively, which are normalized as:
1, 2, 6 max
is uniquely associated with a normalized energy feature vector 1 2 6 [ ]
according to Equation (7) . Following Equation (26), RBFN is constructed as:
Here, the training samples are generated according to Equation (7 Then, the committee decision is made with the local decision of committee members. See Figure 6 , the committee members will obtain local results of target position [ , ] ( 1, 2,3)
x y i = respectively. Sensor node 1 will receive the decisions from sensor node 3 and 5. Usually the decision of the committee is obtained by a weighted combination of the decisions of the committee members [41] . Here, the global result of target position [ , ] 
where ( 1, 2,3)
denotes the weight of local decision. According to Section 3.1, the sensor node with higher value of energy feature is closer to the target. Since the uncertainty of detection is lower for the closer sensor node, the decision weight of committee member is defined as the sum of related energy features. In this case, we have:
, ,
where ( 1,2, ,6) i E i = is the energy feature obtained by each sensor node. The data amount during committee decision is small, so the related energy consumption of communication is ignored. With knowledge of the past and current target positions, sensor node 1 can perform target forecasting for the next sensing period. This procedure is iterated when the target moves in sensing field.
Due to the symmetry of network structure, the above-mentioned approaches can be extended to general cases during target tracking. Sensor node awakening and data delivery ensure that only the sensor nodes around the target need to perform target detection and processing every sensing period. Thereby, most sensor nodes can keep in the sleep stage to save energy. Committee decision allows the sensor node make decision in a distributed way and overcomes the uncertainty of detection results.
Sensor-to-observer Routing Scheme
Except localizing the target, the target tracking application includes another important task: reporting the target motion information when any observer sends queries for it [42] . The observer can be located in any position of network. It injects the query into the network through the closest sensor node. Then this sensor node will spread the query simply by flooding. During the flooding procedure, the sensor nodes will awaken their neighbors for a short time and announce the message. Once the query is received by a sensor node that carries the latest target information, it will attempt to send the data of historical target positions back to the observer. Here, the routing scheme for the sensor-toobserver data transmission will be discussed.
As the honeycomb configuration is adopted, another convenient coordinate frame is introduced for the whole network [37] . As shown in Figure 8 , axes of the coordinate frame parallel to three edge directions of honeycomb mesh while the position of one specified sensor node is taken as the coordinate origin. In the honeycomb mesh, edges going from a sensor node to its neighbors indicate unit vectors along the positive or negative direction of the axes. The sensor node carrying the latest target information is defined as source sensor node while the closest sensor node to the observer is defined as destination sensor node. In Figure 8 , the positions of the source sensor node and observer sensor node are denoted by [ To prolong the lifetime of the whole sensor network, the residual energy of sensor node is considered. As the position of the destination sensor node is spread, so the source sensor node maintains
There are three sensor nodes that can be next hop of source sensor node. Source sensor node will choose each sensor node with a probability: node transmits the data to the neighbor k , this neighbor will update s Δ as:
Then it will choose its next hop in the same way. This procedure is iterated until the data is received by the destination sensor node. Finally, the observer can acquire the data from the destination sensor node. Thereby, the sensor nodes with lower energy are protected, the balance of energy distribution can be achieved in WMSN. The proposed approaches of target forecasting and localization as well as data reporting are implemented in a distributed manner. Both the localization accuracy and energy efficiency are considered during the tracking procedure. Generally, each sensor node only needs to know the information of its neighbors. Even when it joins the cluster for the target localization, the information of other five sensor node is required to be maintained. In this way, the scalability and flexibility of WMSN are guaranteed.
Experimental Results
In this section, the efficiency of the proposed energy-efficient target tracking method will be evaluated by acoustic signal processing and energy consumption analysis in WMSN.
Experimentation Platform
It is assumed that a sensing field of 300 m 500 m × should be covered by WMSN. The sensing period for target detection is 0.5 s . First, the radio component of sensor node is defined referring to [12] and [43] . In Equation (9) The sensor nodes are deployed to establish the WMSN. Here, the communication range should be chosen to provide proper network density. As the network density mainly influences the data reporting procedure, so the related transmission latency and energy consumption is analyzed. WMSN is constructed with different communication range, while 500 pairs of observer and source sensor node positions are generated randomly. With the communication range varying from 20 m to 70 m, Figure 9 shows the transmission latency and energy consumption. The transmission latency is defined as the time from the source sensor sends out data to the time that the observer receives the data. It can be calculated as:
where hop n is the hop number of data transmission, D r is the data rate, D M is the data packet size, and w t is the transition time from the sleep stage to the communication stage. Meanwhile, the energy consumption is calculated according to Equation (11) . Here, _ D r denotes the Euclidean distance between the observer and source sensor node. The average values of transmission latency and energy consumption are illustrated for different interval of _ D r . As shown in Figure 9 (a), shorter communication range will lead to more hops for data reporting so that the time latency is larger. When _ D r becomes larger, the transmission latency rises linearly.
In Figure 9 (b), the energy consumption is derived from processor and radio components. During data reporting, more hops imply that more sensor nodes should be awakened. Meanwhile, longer communication range will result in larger transmission energy. If _ D r is large, the total energy consumption is impacted by the awakened sensor node number. Otherwise, it is impacted by the transmission energy consumption. When the communication range becomes larger than 50 m, energy consumption has no evident reduction or even it increases. As described in Section 3.3, the effective sensing range of sensor node is about 100 m in the vehicle detection. Thus, the communication range of sensor node is set as 50 m here. According to the communication range of sensor node, the deployment of WMSN is given in Figure  10 . There are 78 sensor nodes with honeycomb configuration while the sensing field is fully covered.
Thereby, any target moving in the sensing field can be detected by six sensor node on a hexagon at any time instant. For the coordinate frame described in Section 4.3, the coordinate origin is associated with the position (0 m, 0 m) in Figure 10 .
In the experiments, the data of acoustic signal is acquired by MICAz motes from MICAz mote developer's kit (a commercial product of Crossbow Inc.) [44] . The MICAz is a 2.4GHz, IEEE 802.15.4 compliant module used for WSNs. The mote offers sensor boards that can measure signals such as acoustic, acceleration and so forth. Moreover, the MICAz motes are programmed to sample at the frequency of 4.96 kHz for acoustic signal acquisition. A truck is taken as the target and the trajectory is shown in Figure 11 . The points on the trajectory are recorded according to the sensing period. The truck keeps moving in the sensing field for 120 s while the acoustic signals are acquired by the motes.
With the WMSN structure and acoustic signals, several experiments will be carried out to analyze the energy-efficient target tracking method. The acoustic signals are acquired from the real world experiments and the energy consumption will be evaluated by network simulations. 
Target Localization Experiment
Assuming that the sensor node around the target can be awakened on time every sensing period, the target localization approach is discussed first.
As described in Section 4.2, a common RBFN should be established. The RBFN is constructed as Equation (31) . According to Figure 7 , target positions are generated randomly in the region for target localization. Then the theoretical values of normalized energy features are calculated with Equation (7) and (30) . These energy features and target positions are regarded as training samples. Here, 200 training samples are taken and the mean squared error goal is set as 0.001.
With this trained RBFN, the local decision of target position can be obtained by a single committee member. Along the target path, the acoustic signal from the sensor node on related hexagon will be analyzed. For each sensing period, the sensor node acquires a sequence of signal amplitude in the detection stage. According to the detection time and sampling frequency given in Section 5.1, the number of sample points is 396. Thereby, the normalized energy feature can be obtained following Equation (30) . For instance, the acoustic signals from related sensor nodes are shown in Figure 12 when the target is located at (307.7 m, 237.6 m). For signal 1 to 6, the associated sensor nodes are located at (300.0 m, 173. (35) and (36) . It can be found that the committee decision get better results than the local decisions.
Further investigation is performed to analyze the target localization with committee decision. With the target trajectory of Figure 11 , the decisions of committee and single committee member are compared every sensing period. The target localization error is compared in Figure 14 . Here, the decision of single committee member is made by the sensor node carrying the historical target information and its neighbors. Committee decision leads to higher accuracy of target localization. 
Target Position Forecasting Experiment
The efficiency of ARMA-RBF prediction is analyzed in this section. The target trajectory in Figure  11 is utilized here. The 61st to 180th sensing period is taken to show the performance of ARMA-RBF algorithm. For each sensing period, the sensor node carrying the historical target information will perform target forecasting after current detection.
According to Section 4.1, the error of target positions forecasted by ARMA and ARMA-RBF is compared in Figure 15 , where the forecasting error in the X and Y directions of the coordinate frame XOY is shown. Following the patterns of ACF and PACF, the parameter p is set as 4 for ( ) AR p model. ARMA-RBF produces much less error than ARMA does. That is because the noise term of ARMA is predicted by RBFN and dynamic compensation achieves the robust forecasting performance. Thereby, it will provide more accuracy forecasting results for the observer and the awakening procedure as well. 
Energy Efficiency Analysis
In this section, energy efficiency of WMSN is evaluated. First, the energy consumption for sensor nodes staying in detection and communication for target detection is analyzed. The target moves in the sensing field as shown in Figure 11 . Once it moves into one hexagon, the related six sensor node will be awakened to implement target localization and forecasting tasks. The awakening approach is simulated. Power consumption curve of the whole WMSN is given, which is calculated as: 
where ( ) s i P t is the power consumption of sensor node i at time instant t . It can be found that the average power consumption is quite stable in each sensing period. That is because the number of sensor node for detection is constant. Only when the target moves from one hexagon to another, there may be extra power consumption for data delivery. With 72 out of 78 sensor nodes (92.3%) staying in the sleep stage every sensing period, the average power is 40.8 mW, which is even lower than the power consumption of a single sensor node with its all components on. Thereby, WMSN obtains significant energy saving.
Moreover, the energy consumption during data reporting is evaluated according to Equation (12) . Here, the sensor-to-observer routing scheme is adopted. Similar to Section 5.1, 500 pairs of observer and source sensor node positions are generated randomly. Thus, 1000 data reporting tasks should be accomplished. In addition, another routing scheme is taken for comparison, where sensor nodes have equal probability to choose a potential sensor node approaching the destination sensor node for the next hop. It is assumed that the initial energy of each sensor node is 2 J. See Figure 16 , the residual energy distribution of sensor nodes in WMSN is presented after accomplishing data reporting tasks. The residual energy is sorted from low to high. It can be found that better balance of residual energy is achieved by the residual energy-aware routing. The balance of residual energy in each sensor node will help to delay the excessive energy depleting in a particular sensor node, and hence delay the unsuitability of the network topology. In the experiments, target localization and forecasting is performed in a distributed way. Energy efficiency derived from sensor node awakening and sensor-to-observer routing scheme is evaluated. The efficiency of the proposed target tracking method is demonstrated in the specified scenario.
Conclusions
Focusing on the energy problems in the target tracking of WMSN, this paper has proposed a energy-efficient target tracking method. With robust target forecasting, the sensor nodes are awakened for target localization. The acoustic signal sensing model and energy consumption model are presented. A distributed network structure is defined with honeycomb configuration, where the coverage efficiency is justified with the limited communication range. With the historical target positions, the target position is forecasted by ARMA-RBF, where RBFN is utilized to compensate the ARMA forecasting. Sensor nodes of related hexagon are awakened every sensing period with the predicted target position. In particular, sensor nodes acquire the acoustic signals emitted by the target and target localization is achieved by committee decision. Committee is constructed with little communication overhead. Furthermore, a sensor-to-observer routing scheme is investigated for data reporting considering the residual energy of sensor nodes. Experimental results verify that the proposed target tracking method provide both robust localization performance and energy efficiency for WMSN. The main contribution of this paper is that a totally distributed framework and robust algorithms are designed for WMSN. The future research will focus on WMSN with heterogeneous sensors, such as image and seismic sensors. Hence, the corresponding signal process and fusion should be exploited.
